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inspired which inspire me the most. Now, that is a confusion of words if there

ever was one. -T-he He uses a word x ina about three or four different ways c

and putting them all together in one sentence. i&-We-say When we say that the

Bible is inspired we don't mean anything like what we mean when we say we see

a beautiful view and are inspired. It is something entirely different. It is

techtriical term which the Christian Church has used , taking it from that verse in

II Timothy for what God did through the Holy Scriptures. And technically used

it u refers to nothing else in the world except to the Holy Scriptrues, for that

is the only writing with which we have any reason to say that this particularly

applies to it, it is a technical expression for what God did in keeping the

Bible free -frn- from error. It is very important that we ha.e clearly in mind wh-t

the importance of this use of technical words in the ir technical sense. Because

our English is so confusing. A young man said to me oec---ee- cnce, How

can you believe the Bible , it contradicts itself. I sal d tell me one case where

it contradicts itself. Well, he says, It says in early Genesis how Noah took all

the animals in the world and put them into the ark; -a-t4ef1-ye- he said that would have

to be a pretty big thing wouldn't it, and then you read over in Exodus that the

children of Israel carried the ark on their soldiers as they wa4e- walked through

the wilderness. Now, anybody who kftw- knows anything about the Bible knows

that that word x ark is used in an entirely different sense, and when it says

and the other says . . . used for two entirely different senses. And you could

use the word inspiration in-a as just as many senses as you want...
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